As a doctor, at 35, as I have started working in procurements, I have come across many questions for which I had to search at different sources. From this workshop, I was able to clear every doubt at a single stage and those questions that could definitely come across in the future. It has equipped me definitely with a better understanding of procedures and potential issues of procurement.

I appreciate the support and treatment from our respected CEO and who treated all attendees with a warm and professional attitude. Thank you and looking forward for more in future.
The workshop is very nice and I got scope to learn new concepts.

By the professors are very knowledgeable.

Total programme is a very good

CT. Sudhakar

SMMr. 4019.
1. It's very interesting course.
2. It helped us a lot to learn latest procurement practices in Indian Railways.
3. Great presentation style and a lot of opportunities to ask questions about practical issues related to GeM procurement.
Indeed, I am benefitted with this special course on GeM. The greatest gain is that I have come to know that a lot of analysis is done by GeM in the background and maintained for monitoring purpose. So, my understanding about GeM is now changed to a 'Safe Platform'; more safe and advanced in comparison to IREPS.

The same course with same or improved content is required to be organised for supervisors who are directly dealing with tenders and procurements in order to keep the officers and supervisors on same page in terms of knowledge, and fearless use of GeM.

S. P.  
29th Sept 2023
1. The course was well designed including some very important topics such as vigilance, use of e-Changsi, experience sharing of senior officials regarding public procurement in Indian railways apart from the basics of procurement processes through GeM.

2. The course was not monotonous as participants and presenters actively engaged in real-life situations and guided on what could be the best course of action.

3. Little suggestion: if possible, small quizzes of whatever topic taught could be added at the end of lecture just to increase the grasp on topic learnt. The quizzes can be done online to save time and paper.
All the offline classes were very informative and interactive. Somu Sir is an excellent teacher. A lot of information we got in Tenders, contracts, over GEMs, good awareness regarding vigilance guidelines. Explanations that were given by giving examples were very good. Sri Sanjeev Sir's session was also very informative.

Dr. Mandeep Path "Arms Div" HUMblr
Feedback:

1. Course was informative and well designed.

2. Benson contractor to do work in day to day work.

3. Overall course was satisfactory.

29.05.23

Dr. A. K. S.S.
Sr. DD/EO/DTH/EDC.
Class/lecture on offline modes are very interactive session. As part of training of workshop most of my doubts got cleared on e-procurement of goods and services through GEM. Mode of procurement direct, i.e. purchase order / split tender. EMS, RFPs, vigilance angle are much more knowable areas to understand and implement in our work. More training required for better understanding & execution before giving off an assignment.

Dr. Dinesh C. Chauhan
Feedback Remarks:

This training is very fruitful to my service life. I got several new information related to above training matters that will help me to do my job with more confidence. Sr. Professors also gave very very relevant & quality of training and provide us different types of reading particularly as documents which will help me during decision making.

Hostel facility and transportation also outstanding standard.

Signed:

Date:
29/09/23
ADMN/SDAH
Workshop programme on above subject was very important to perform the day to day work of our work place. Various hand, order, terms and conditions are been issued by Vigilance department. They have also guarded the follow up of new rules. The place even safe himself from Vigilance Interference. They have also produced some group of people to take care of their experience. I feel very happy during very already the above program at Nagpur Campus. Behaviors, attitude of all staffs & officers was found very good. No any difficulty have faced during above program.

Arvind R. Shoke
Dy. CMO (CCD)
The workshop was highly informative and practical. I learnt a lot. The sessions were well structured with real world examples. Data analytics and AI inputs were also helpful.
Course content was very informative and eye-opening. Presentation and interaction were also very good.

Online sessions did not feel worthy though.

Course duration could have been 3 days.

So, visit was great.

Meal food quality and services were not up to the mark at times.

Accommodation was very good.
The Workshop was very useful. It provided insights to the GeM portal and the general procedure to be followed while assessing finalizing GeM cases. Topics like vigilance and guidelines related to procurement were taken which equipped me with the required points to be kept in mind.

However, it would be better if the workshop is broadened to cover procurement in general over IReps also. Because there are many doubts and ignorance with which I may be deciding the procurement cases.

The arrangements at hostel need a bit of improvement like I could not get a WIFI access till the meet (call deep now. Also, the food option may be increased in vegetarian). Thank you.
Participant Feedback - Workshop on Procurement of Goods and Services through GeM- Online Public Procurement Perspective" (WS 05/23) 
From: 25th To: 29th Spt, 2023

→ Offline course are interactive learning with better understanding.
→ Maximum doubts and practical question/scenario was tackle in classroom.
→ Class on GeM/vigilance/acc/tender & procurement was excellent.
→ Mess to be improved with variety of menus.
→ Best wishes for future deep classes.

[Signature]
29/09/23
It was a wonderful workshop; very informative; eye opening; stress free. The classes were interactive. Doubts were cleared. Advancements and updates in GeM were taken. Stay in NAFR campus was wonderful.

Sincerely,

Dr. Pramod Rajendran

Date: 29/10/2023
1. The course was very informative & made interesting by SPHM Sir.
2. The Vigilance role was explained very nicely & effectively.
3. Though the online classes can be made more interactive, which will help the participants.

Keshav
29/9/23
Acm (FS) CR
Great workshop & very informative.

- Classroom & speaker online class is more informative.
- Great opportunity for discussion.

This was a very well done presentation - good speaker & PPT.

Excellent booklet summary of the workshop was very informative & helpful.

[Signature]

[Name]
A worthwhile training course which will enhance my overall competence in all the e-procurement processes.

Yes. All the faculty are very informative and approachable and interactive.

Duration may be 7 to 8 working days.

Have a request to post the updates on subject matters in the WhatsApp group later also.

A very good systems supporting initiative.

Thank you.

M.Sarathvelan
UMN/ALS
The workshop gave an overall satisfactory exposure to GeM. The content was well organized & informative. The PPTs were engaging. I esp. appreciate the opportunity given to interact with learned & experienced faculty. A wide range of topics in GeM broking, evaluation, contract negotiation, & case studies were very helpful. The arrangements made were friendly & supportive. I thank SPMM Sir for organizing this workshop.

By SMT G. S. Mukherjee

Kanjeevaram
2. Course content/Selection: Good selection.
3. Course relevance: Very relevant.
4. AI Topic: Adequate information/basic not perceived.

Remarks: Adequate time to be given for discussion on practical matters.

3. Transportation: Very good.

29, 09, 23